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Introduction and Summary
The Buffalo Mountain Food Co-op (BMFC) in Hardwick, VT is a 1,300 square foot store
generating over $2.2 million per year in revenue. Compared to other food co-ops in the sector,
this co-op has a relatively high revenue per square foot of store ($1,100/sq ft). Coupled with the
fact that this small co-op has a large member base of over 2,000 people, the store is well
positioned to explore a growth plan for a larger space and expanded community programs. The
co-op is in a generally favorable financial situation, with steady revenues, but lacks the ability to
obtain more revenue and expand selection from the current location (indicated via a 2021
consumer survey) because the existing space has essentially been maximized.

In exploring what might be the best next steps for BMFC, our team has asked ourselves the
following questions:

➔ What are the most impactful and practical ways the co-op could grow/expand to better
meet the needs of the members, and engage more community members?

➔ What are the current areas the members feel the co-op is in the most need of
improvement that could be supported through growth planning?

➔ The Board has been looking into the Village Market location -- would this location
provide the right elements for improvement/expansion needs? Is it financially feasible?

BMFC’s current location has many benefits, including but not limited to close access to
community green space and a charming walkable main street. However, the overwhelming local
support for the co-op, evidenced by over 700 community survey respondents in 2021 and
consistently maximized revenues, generally point to the potential for significant growth with the
right strategy.

In summary, after having performed a market analysis of BMFC’s catchment area, competition,
as well as a community survey targeting key questions around expansion, and visiting both the
current site and the prospective new location, The Cooperative Development Institute (CDI)
offers the following recommendations to address BMFC’s top goals and growth needs so the
co-op can continue to build a strong growth plan and come to a decision on relocating the store:

❖ RECOMMENDATION #1: Move to a larger location
❖ RECOMMENDATION #2: Develop intentional strategic partnerships around the move

within the community
❖ RECOMMENDATION #3: Have a very intentional arts-based marketing strategy

surrounding the BMFC expansion
❖ RECOMMENDATION #3: Focus on department improvements among the main store

engines (grocery, produce, and bulk)
❖ RECOMMENDATION #4:  Seriously attempt to purchase the Village Market space,

contingent upon a sound inspection of the property
❖ RECOMMENDATION #5: Purchase the outdoor space along with Village Market
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❖ RECOMMENDATION #6: Attempt to purchase without the inventory, however, if the
inventory must also be purchased, use strategic marketing for the conventional
product as a way to reach new audiences while not compromising historical values

❖ RECOMMENDATION #7: Village Market is an ideal location for expanding community
art that should be prioritized in the transition

Complete recommendation details are available in the Summary and Recommendations
section of this report. It has been a pleasure for our team at CDI to work with the Board of
Buffalo Mountain Food Co-op on this exciting project.

Market Analysis
We have focused our market research on 3 core aspects of the study -- the Hardwick catchment
area and demographics, the current site of the co-op, and the prospective site for co-op
expansion at the Village Market. The current site and the prospective site are within .1 mile of
one another, and both are near the scenic river and walkable from Main St. (Rt. 15).

(0.1 mi) via VT-15 E

Hardwick Businesses Catchment Area
Because the current and prospective sites of the co-op are very closely positioned to one
another, we assessed the Catchment area (i.e. trade area) of the two sites together, defined for
our purposes as towns within a 10 mile radius from Hardwick, assumed to be the geographic
area from which Hardwick retailers, wholesalers, and other commercial locations draw most of
their local business.

Analyzing the catchment area means unearthing “key information about who lives within the
local catchment, how far they are prepared to travel and what pricing and promotions will help
to drive footfall and increase sales. For existing stores or venues, it can highlight if the strategy
needs to be redefined or tweaked in line with the target audience.” Thus, we assessed the1

socio-demographics, infrastructure, and residential and workforce population:

1 https://serendipity2.com/catchment-analysis-for-marketing-insight/
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Socio-demographic conditions
To fully understand the Hardwick business catchment area, we identified the cities and towns
within approximately 15 miles of Hardwick (Table X) . The nearest population centers are2

Greensboro Bend, VT (6.7 miles), Greensboro, VT (7.1 miles), Walden, VT (11.8 miles),
Woodbury, VT (8.4 miles ), Stannard, VT (9 miles), Wolcott, VT (9 miles ), Elmore, VT (15 miles ),
Cabot, VT (13.3 miles ).

The 10.7% poverty rate in Hardwick is about 10% lower
than the County-wide poverty rate and slightly below the
State of Vermont poverty rate. 17% of children under 18
years of age and 18% of seniors over the age of 65 live
below the poverty level in Hardwick. There has been a3

slight out-migration in Hardwick since 2010, as with
many similar rural areas, with a population declining by
5% between 2010 and 2020. However, other close
townships have experienced a mix of in- and
out-migration since 2010 (population % change
2010-2020, left ).4

The Hardwick median income per capita of $24,094 is lower than that of the county of
Caledonia and significantly lower than that of the State of Vermont. Hardwick’s median
household income (MHI) of $42,907 is slightly lower than that of Caledonia County and about
three quarters of the State of Vermont’s median income. 63% of residents in Hardwick have an
annual household income under $50K, 35% have an annual household income between $50K
and $100K, and 2% have an annual household income between $100K and $200K.5

Table X. Hardwick Catchment Towns: Demographics6

Town Population MHI Poverty Rate
Hardwick 1,079 $42,907 17%
Woodbury 934 $57,727 10%
Wolcott 1,682 $55,000 19%
Calais 1,607 $71,363 8%
Greensboro & Greensboro Bend 1,204 $45,625 7%
Cabot 1,434 $29,583 26%
Danville 636 $66,250 2%
Craftsbury 1,180 $53,200 12%
Marshfield 1,492 $61,250 13%
CALEDONIA COUNTY 30,234 50,563 12%
WASHINGTON COUNTY 58,350 $62,791 10%

6 Source: 2015-2019 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

5 ACS 2019 5-year. https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US5031750-hardwick-vt/

4 Towncharts.com

3 ACS 2019 5-year. https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US5031750-hardwick-vt/

2 https://www.distantias.com/towns-radius-hardwick-vermont-united_states.htm#table
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LAMOILLE COUNTY 25,318 $64,003 13.6%
ORLEANS COUNTY 26,901 $49,168 13.1%
VERMONT STATE 623,989 $$63,001 10.2%

The generalizable survey results showed that in addition to stores within a 10 mile radius,
sparse shoppers traveled as far as 65 miles (Burlington), with more shoppers traveling up to 30
miles (St. Johnsbury). Still, over 25% of shoppers live in Hardwick. Just below 10% of shoppers
were from Cabot, another ~10% from Greensboro and another ~8% from Woodbury, all towns
within 10 miles -- and 7% were from Walden, just outside of 10 miles.

BMFC Shopper Location Trends:

* Indicates townships within a 15 mile radius
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BMFC Shopper Income Trends:

Vermont 15, a paved state highway, links Hardwick to the county seat in St. Johnsbury 21 miles
to the southeast, as well as to Burlington, which is the state’s largest city, to the northwest.
Vermont 14 runs south into Washington County and the state’s capital city, Montpelier, which is
27 miles away. The Heart of Vermont Chamber of Commerce serves communities of nearly7

8,800 residents and 400 businesses. The Chamber represents eight towns: Hardwick, Stannard,
Walden, Wolcott, Craftsbury, Greensboro, Cabot and Woodbury.8

Buffalo Mountain (Current Location) Audit
The Buffalo Mountain Co-op is currently located
on Main Street in a 1,300 square foot store with a
700 square foot cafe on the second floor. Within
this space, the co-op generates a remarkable $2.2
million per year in revenue, or $1,100 per square
foot. With 1,250 active members, this co-op has
modeled how to maximize revenues from a small
space through active community engagement and
appeal, factors that the co-op does not want to
lose as it plans for transition. Although the co-op is
in a favorable financial situation, it is apparently
capped at $1,100 per square foot in the existing
space, evidenced by stagnant income figures over
the past several years. The average grocery store is a large supermarket. It averages about
45,000 square feet and brings in about $14 million a year, which comes out to about $500 per

8 https://www.heartofvt.com/chamber/

7 https://www.heartofvt.com/hardwick/
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square foot of sales industry-wide while an average healthy co-op ranges from $800 - 1000 per9

square foot, depending on many factors. This illustrates an above benchmark per square foot
sales figure for BMFC, a critical need to expand to improve impact on the community, and a
great opportunity to expand market share to ensure long-term sustainability. During our site
visit, we explored the qualities that have led to the co-op’s maximal success in the current
space, as well as the shortcomings preventing further growth.

What stood out instantly was the community artwork, such as
the mural represented to the left. The community touch in
artwork and the charm of the small Main Street location will be
a lot to leave behind. These unique touches may be part of
what gives the co-op a true sense of community ownership and
contributes to the relatively high local engagement. A small,
700 square feet, kitchen and cafe located on the second floor
has also traditionally functioned as a community gathering
space, not a money maker according to Katherine Arnold, a staff
member and staff representative on the BMFC Board. The
small, intimate store is inviting, well organized and fosters a
feeling of inclusiveness, fulfillment and the coming together
around food as a central element of community life.

The upstairs cafe is small and inaccessible. It can be reached only by scaling a half-turn-landing
staircase. It’s adequately equipped for its size and currently used to produce grab n’ go meals
for the downstairs lunch cooler located by the entrance door. It also produces meals for
donation on a bi-weekly schedule. The small sitting area is closed and no hot foods are served
at this time. The layout is generally problematic for gatherings as well as sales.

9 https://smallbusiness.chron.com/industry-standard-gross-margin-groceries-38121.html
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BMFC has grown to realize record sales per square
foot through sacrificing elbow room. In normal
times narrow aisles limit carts, which limits
basket size. Sales flatten with limited basket size
and potential positive impact on the local farming
and producer community is reduced. The positive
impact on co-op members and other shoppers is
also limited when a full product mix is deferred.
Looking at narrow aisles through a COVID
pandemic lens, the limited space and its
consequences are amplified.

The existing produce section is small, but beautiful, well kept and well balanced within the
current product mix. The opportunity to enhance farmer profiles and showcase local food is
greatly limited in the existing space due to the low square footage. In addition, limited space at
the current location is prohibiting interaction between farmers and shoppers and does not lend
itself to hosting winter markets for farmers.

Beautiful outdoor space, overlooking the Lamoille River is available at the current location.
Outdoor spaces attract lunch crowds and encourage community connection as the offer neutral
meeting space. The current location complements other Main Street businesses and offers
variety to the community. With a variety of downtown attractions, people with diverse
interests can come together in communal space to enjoy Hardwick together. These spaces drive
Cafe and grab n’ go lunch sales.
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Potential structural roof issues could create future costly problems. The roof in question is
located right over the walk-in cooler and produce area. A renovation project could greatly
impair sales and decrease customer flow. Cramped workspaces create a less safe work
environment and can land the co-op liable for work related injuries. The lack of a loading dock
and off-street delivery space is disruptive to Main Street traffic and creates cumbersome
receiving procedures for co-op staff. One survey respondent said “...from a Town perspective, it
would be great if the coop was in a new space that allowed off street truck parking for
deliveries.  It would also be ideal for the coop to stay in Downtown Hardwick.”

There is minimal storage space at the
current location. Overstock is placed
wherever it may fit on top of shelves and
refrigerators. There is some deli
container storage on the second floor
behind the cafe and some non-perishable
storage on the third floor. Some of the
storage is located near one of the two
front doors creating an unfavorable
entry/exit point on one side of the
check-out counter. During the pandemic,
more customers have been requesting
and ordering larger bulk quantities,

creating the need for the co-op to rent additional dry storage space for $450/month. Office10

space is located on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd floor, posing potential disruption in workflow and
➔ The COViD pandemic has also proven that adequate planning and storing of dry goods

such as toilet paper, beans, grains, etc. can prevent supply shortage and disruptions in
sales due to supplier shortages.

10 Conversation with Emily Hershberger, BMFC GM
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Assessing Variance: Pros and Cons
Current Location

Pros Cons (critical, hindering, mild)

Unique feel Small narrow aisles limit basket size (Critical)
and makes it difficult to move around the
store, especially during COVID

Community gathering space No storage (Hindering)

Location is known No loading dock

Public outdoors seating available Likely future roof Issues, based on the current
observed conditions of the roof over the
produce and walk-in cooler area

Main Street location Only two cash registers with small check-out
counter space

Business community/destination: bookstore ,
Cafe and other businesses side by side

No parking

Proposed New Site (Village Market) Audit:
We have reviewed a few commercial properties in Hardwick and concluded that the Village
Market is currently the ideal site for the BMFC relocation.

Short discussion of other potential locations

The 35 South Main Street Hardwick property located next door to BMFC’s current location is
listed, but presents many of the same issues that the co-op is currently dealing with; lack of
parking and lack of loading dock to name a few. This option presents an opportunity to
incrementally grow the business into the new space and expand over time if the current
location were kept and this location were added on. It also presents disadvantages that
accompany old buildings and it currently has other retail tenants and houses six residential
units. A couple of other commercial properties are also available, but would require new
construction or extensive renovations and modifications. The locations of those were also much
less favorable than the Village Market location as they were further away from the walkable
downtown area and space for parking was either not available or needed to be constructed.

Village Market

The Village Market is a 6,000 square foot, medium sized independently-owned grocery market
located on a .25 acre lot on Mill Street in the heart of Hardwick. It is located within 2 minute
walking distance of Buffalo Mountain diagonally across from the Hardwick Post office in
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downtown Hardwick. Its entrance is southwest facing and the property abuts Jiffy Mart and Gas
station to the east. A garage and laundromat are also located within walking distance on the
same street. It has a 16+ spot parking lot in front and a 15 spot municipal parking lot across the
street.

The market currently offers a full product mix in all
standard grocery departments. It does not offer organic
or significant levels of local options. It houses a bakery in
the center of the store from which it produces freshly
baked goods daily. The market also offers cut to order
meats and designates itself as a butcher shop on its
Facebook page. The market has four cash register/scanner
capacity, a large 30+ foot open produce cooler, a 4 foot
open air grab n’ go cooler, 30+ foot open air meat cooler,
18 foot open air dairy and eggs cooler, and a 10 door
drink cooler. It also offers an older 4 door freezer and a
newer 14 door display freezer. The facility has a full 6,000

square foot basement floor and sellers are offering to include the 0.4 acre abuting lot in the sale
adding green space with river frontage as well as a parking area of roughly 16 spots for a total of
32+ spots.

 

12 https://www.supermarketnews.com/center-store/center-store-sales-more-10-2020-say-retailers-sn-survey

11 Based on 5,000 sqft retail floor.
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Assessing Variance: Pros and Cons
New Space

Pros Cons

Meat cutting space and bakery Not a cafe in place, but
space to develop one

Opportunity to purchase green space next door No longer on Main St.

Large space for produce* expansion AND therefore also farmer
profiles and showcasing local food* and hosting winter market
for farmers

Unique feel of current
location could be lost

Parking* Higher operating costs

Spacious interior* -- Bag size potential increase due to carts
instead of baskets, checkout lanes, multiple registers, etc.
(%increase in retail space)

65+ population is high -- need to be prepared to
support/accommodate loyal customers with wheelchairs,
walkers, canes, etc.

Potential renovation cost

Ample storage Increased staffing
demands (for food co-ops
by approx. 9 staff / $1M
in sales)13

Downtown Location Old inventory as part of
purchase

Visibility from multiple locations

Existing Grocery Store Equipment -- coolers, freezers, produce
cooler, cash registers, ovens, etc.

Existing membership with Associated Grocer (distributor) and
existing food retail and related licences

Existing customer base (might lose some, but could retain many)

*was significant on the survey

13 https://icagroup.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Healthy-Foods-Healthy-Communities.pdf
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ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES:
➔ Aisle space. Aisle space was one of the concerns that rose to the top in BMFC’s most

recent survey. The Village Market currently offers an extensive selection of products in a
store that simultaneously offers plenty of aisle space. The VM location currently offers
4-5’ wide aisle. Aisles need to be at least 3’ wide according to the Americans with
Disabilities Act. “Failing to provide wide enough walkways between shelving units can
put a retailer in danger of noncompliance with the ADA. A minimum width of 36 inches
is required. If the aisle is more than 200 feet long, a passing space of at least 60 inches
by 60 inches must be provided.”14

◆ In addition to filling legal
requirements, wider aisles benefit
retail businesses during and after
the pandemic by allowing
customers adequate space to
socially distance.

➔ Parking and downtown location. The Village Market location is very accessible due to its
downtown location and ample parking. At least one current neighboring businesses as
well as some customers have expressed the importance of the co-op being a part of the
existing Main Street business community. Moving to the VM location allows BMFC to
continue to stay directly connected to other downtown businesses and complement
their activities. In addition, shoppers arriving from outside the downtown are able to
park at the co-op and across the street to conveniently access an extended product mix
at the new site as well as the other businesses they frequent while downtown.

◆ Parking at the current location was one of the top concerns for survey
respondents. The VM location addresses that concern while remaining a
downtown business.

➔ Storage. The current storage situation at BMFC is unsustainable as demonstrated by the
need to rent additional dry storage and using potential retail/entry space to store back
stock.

14https://blog.compliantia.com/2019/04/17/a-retailers-guide-to-compliance-with-americans-with-disabilities-act/#
:~:text=Aisles,60%20inches%20must%20be%20provided.
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◆ Moving to the VM location increases the BMFC footprint from approximately
3,600 sqft to a total of 12,000 sqft. The estimated retail space will be 5,000 sqft
leaving plenty of space for back office space and storage.

➔ Existing equipment, licences and customers. Much of the needed grocery equipment is
currently on site and included in the purchase price. Licenses also exist, meaning low
legal barriers and the ability to kickstart operation with minimal work. Licenses will have
to be updated, but since they have already existed in that location, minimal issues
should arise. There is also a good possibility that much of the current customer base will
remain customers if their shopping needs are met.

➔ Visibility: Marketing opportunities on back and side of building -- major potential. One
significant benefit to the new building is the potential for a large mural-marketing;
signage and visible mural work done at low cost can reach a large number of passersby
in the community.

◆ Community marketing edge ‒ There is evidence that the local community is
deeply attached to and emotionally invested in the co-op as part of the main
street landscape, so physical marketing may have a high payoff relative to other
types of businesses.

◆ Community engagement ‒ A community mural day can foster engagement with
members as well as the greater community and can function as an outreach and
marketing tool in many respects.

● the effort can be advertised in the community
● individuals in the community can come together in celebration of the

move and press can cover the event
● the large community mural is visible and attractive long-term
● the mural adds to the natural beauty of the community and becomes a

destination
◆ Points of visibility (other than entrance point)

● Good visibility from park and from a parking space across the river of
building complex that supports parking for a community education
center, veterinarian clinic, youth and family services

● View from a public bridge with road and sidewalks
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Highly visible from several green spaces, including neighboring green spaces, foot- and motor vehicle traffic routes.

➔ Expanded produce section (space for increased farmer showcasing). Buffalo Mountain
has a good produce section in the current store yet it's still not enough for many
customers according to survey responses, who indicated that expanding selection was
generally a top priority (see survey section below).

◆ The only option to improve produce is to increase the display space
◆ Equipment and space are available at the new site
◆ Hosting winter market for farmers
◆ Hosting in-store pop-up farm stands year around as a way to feature local farms

and other producers

➔ Green Space. Re-create the current location’s outdoor seating areas near the river to
establish a community space that is welcoming and enjoyable to all ages. Note: Ensure
safety measures are taken to prevent accidents and reduce liability for the co-op. This
could be an opportunity to work with the local municipality to receive help with building
community through infrastructure and beautification planning processes.

◆ Develop relationships with organizations such as the Yellow Barn farm incubator
(bringing $1 M to the area for farm and agriculture development) to provide a
visible spot for farmers to showcase their produce and highlight year round
access to healthy and locally produced food for community members.

◆ Bring in farmers independently and investigate area interest for a small farmers
market location and/or pop-up farm vending through themed food and
community events calendar.
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➔ Bakery. The VM location has a designated bakery. It’s located in the center of the store
where equipment is currently available. Already functioning as a centerpiece, this space
can be developed further as a central community space and cafe. A floor plan should be
developed with the help of an expert to understand how the location of the bakery/cafe
impacts overall sales.

◆ Developing the bakery space into a cafe can allow the co-op to develop
community cooking programs and cooking classes to teach directly applicable
food preparation and nutrition skills to youth and other community members.

◆ Reaching Hazen Union School and Harwick Elementary School Children can
improve the community engagement and foster strong food values in the
younger community.

◆ The expanded cafe space can also be a centerpiece for collaboration with area
organizations like the local Food PantryHealthy and the Center for an Agricultural
Economy, and the Yellow Barn incubator; health and food education can reach
deeper into the community and also bring the community into the new location.

➔ The VM location has great visibility, it is in close proximity to the current location, and it
neighbors other essential community services. It offers visible billboard sized exterior
walls as well as existing customizable roadside signage space.

➔ The VM location has adequate parking. Adding on the lot next door and including the
municipal parking lot across the street, the location has 36+ spots which is over the
4/1,000 sq ft retail space suggested minimum.
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➔ The VM location is easy to access. Adequate ingress/egress is demonstrated by easy of
entering and exiting the locations parking lot and low speed limits.

➔ The location offers delivery and loading areas for manageable and more efficient
workflow which can reduce payroll as a percentage of sales for the receiving
department as compared to staffing needs for the same department/activities in the
current location. It also provides a safer work environment for staff. In addition, it is less
disruptive to the town's traffic flow.

➔ A larger footprint can accommodate space for shoppers and increase customer count
and basket size. This can help better serve area consumers and producers alike.

Competitor Analysis

Competitors - Proximity and Markets
Willey’s, Hannaford, and Tops are the three major area competitors identified by the BMFC
2020 Customer Shopping Habit survey. They are all frequented by 14% of survey respondents.
The survey also identified that 17% of respondents frequent other co-ops. Other competitors
frequented by 6-8% of survey respondents include the Village Market, Price Shopper, Costco,
Shaws, Online retailers, and locations defined as “Other.”

Direct observation to better understand the area's competitive environment revealed deeper
insights into a range of direct food competitors as well as country store focused hybrid
competitors. An area evaluation deemed Craftsbury General Store to be of interest and is
therefore discussed in detail below alongside larger competitors like Hannaford, Tops, and
Willey’s.

The Village Market is not included below as it is analyzed in detail above.

Supermarkets and Large Grocery Stores

Hannaford in Morrisville 14.5 miles, 20 minute drive
According to the BMFC Shopping Habit Survey conducted early 2020, 14% of respondents also
shopped at Hannafords.

Hannaford encourages shopping from local producers with their “We Love Local” marketing
campaign of locally and regionally grown products. They state, “We're proud to work with over
800 local companies, large and small, to bring you more than 7,000 high-quality products.” In15

store and exterior signage lists the local source of produce carried each day and Hannaford.com
profiles many of their farmers. Their more recent campaign, “Greater than Groceries,” touts a
commitment to, “100% sustainable seafood and achieving zero waste goals in our stores, to
fighting hunger in our communities and supporting local farms, we share your passion and

15 https://www.hannaford.com/about-us/local
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commitment to making the world a better place. Together, we're Greater than Groceries.” Many
stores also carry some bulk food items such as fruit, nuts and grains.

Hannaford is also responding to the growing organic market. Former Vice President of Produce
for Hannaford wrote back in August 2006, “Hannaford views organics as a signature category,
which means focusing on exceeding consumer variety expectations and offering unsurpassed
quality. The goal is to increase the transition of the occasional into core organic customers.”16

Most recent additions to Hannaford are cafes where customers are encouraged to stay in-store
to consume prepared foods (in Maine) but newer stores elsewhere include full service cafes.

➔ Cafes are incorporated into larger grocery stores to encourage customers to stay
in-store - case statement that improving cafe accessibility and offerings is a strong
strategy

Tops in Hardwick 1 mile, 3 min drive
Tops is open 7am - 9pm Sunday through Saturday and has a full grocery store product mix
where all grocery departments are well represented. The store resembles Hannaford in its
layout, but does not focus on local branding. A State Liquor Store is housed within the store.
There is a fairly large selection of Natural, Organic and Gluten Free items as you enter.

Tops Markets LLC operates “169 full-service supermarkets along with an additional five
supermarkets operated by franchisees under the Tops banner.” Their claim that “Tops Friendly17

Markets specializes in the groceries your family needs. Whatever you are looking for, you'll find
it at Tops Friendly Markets” supports a general strategy aimed at providing customers a low-cost
“value” grocery option.

● Accessible parking
● Offers online ordering and delivery
● Communicates social responsibility focus on its online platform, highlighting Community,

Environment, People, Practice, and Partners with clear metrics to demonstrate action --
demonstrates that their customer base cares to some degree about Tops’ impact

● Offers a full size meat cutting deli -- differentiates Tops locally and offers a competitive
advantage

● There is no focus on local branding

17 https://www.topsmarkets.com/AboutUs/

16 https://www.producebusiness.com/wp-content/uploads/Attachments/hannaford-806.pdf
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● No focus on organic product mix, but feature organic selection upon entry
○ Organics are used as a marketing tool to attract additional market segments that

are not Top’s core customer base
○ Low effort to integrate into the rest of the product mix

Worth noting is that Tops and Price Chopper agreed in the beginning of February 2021 to join
forces, a move that will bring economies of scale to the two brands. With combined
distribution, Tops and Price Chopper might be better positioned to leverage low prices and
secure larger market shares. Tops in particular could reap larger benefits from this arrangement
by tapping into the self-distribution network of Price Chopper. 18

➔ This is a strategy to save slow-growing growing brands and a testament to their
conventionality and slow response to a growing concern for the environment, health,
and community. It addresses cost and internal modifications as price competitiveness is
no longer enough.

➔ The strategy offers Tops to partake in Price Chopper’s more contemporary format;
Market 32, which focuses on expanding food service options, enhancing product mix,
and re-emphasising customer service.

● Case Statements for some of the alternative value-ads around the move
○ The general public is at least somewhat concerned with social and environmental

responsibility -- a well rounded product mix and large variety of products will
attract additional “non-core” customers to a larger co-op.

○ Clear communication around impact is important
○ Online ordering and delivery system/partners is worth exploring

Shaws 24.8 miles, 40 min drive
A small portion of respondents to the early 2020 Shopping Habit survey shop at Shaw’s. This
competitor is similar to Hannaford and Tops and is located 40 minutes away, posing minimal
competition. Departments include grocery, fresh produce, fresh meat, fresh seafood, bakery,
service deli, floral, beer/wine. Shaw’s have accessible hours from 7 am to 10 pm, of which 7-9
am is designated for senior citizens during the pandemic. The store also offers home delivery.
Beyond their grocery services they offer location services such as Western Union, Coinstar,
Redbox, and event flowers for pick-up.

➔ Interesting offers that could be duplicated by BMFC in a new location:
◆ Cake and Deli trays to order for events
◆ Grocery rewards program
◆ Gift cards
◆ Exclusive brands like O Organics®, Open Nature®, and Signature brands

18 https://www.winsightgrocerybusiness.com/retailers/can-price-chopper-tops-build-empire
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Price Chopper 16.5 miles, 25 min drive
A small portion of the early 2020 Shopping Habit indicated that they also shop at Price Chopper.
The company is a $3.5 billion supermarket grocery chain with a location in Morrisville. The
Morrisville store is open from 7am to 11pm Sunday through Saturday. The Morrisville location
offers coupons and weekly flyers on their website landing page, where visitors are also
prompted to select pick-up, delivery, catering pick-up, or product browsing.

According to the Price Chopper Morrisville website, the location offers cooking classes, catering,
kosher alternatives, prepared meals, gift cards, and an in-store pharmacy. They partner with19

Instacart for pickup or food delivery as a service to their customers. “Instacart is how we offer
our customers the convenience of grocery delivery and pickup service. Instacart’s network of20

personal shoppers will grocery shop for you and either deliver your order directly to your
doorstep or have it ready for pickup. For all pickup orders, one of our teammates will bring your
order out to you! All you need to do is park in the designated parking spot.“ Price Chopper has21

recently revamped their stores through a rebranding as Price Chopper Market 32, using its
previous Market Bistro concept along with market research to develop a more contemporary
format which focuses on expanding food service options, enhancing product mix, and
re-emphasising customer service.22

➔ Interesting strategies that could be implemented by BMFC:
● Monthly or weekly online flyer and coupons
● Online ordering or “Shop Online” system for individual pick-up (and possibly

delivery within X mile radius)

Ocean State Job Lot 28.4 miles, 39 min
Rhode Island based Ocean State Job Lot opened their first store in 1977 and is currently the
largest “closeout retailer” in the northeast with 140 stores. They have a charitable giving23

focus, recently donating $250,000 to buy protective equipment and cleaning supplies in
response to the coronavirus pandemic. The St. Johnsbury location is open 10am to 7pm on24

Sundays and 9am to 7pm Monday through Saturday.

Their business model “involves purchasing inventory and merchandise opportunistically, with a
willingness to sacrifice continuity for value” and can therefore offer under market value pricing25

in the following departments: Health Essentials, Planting & Lawn Care, Seasonal, Pools,
Outdoor, Food & Beverage, Household Essentials, Home & Decor, School & Office, Supplies, Pet
Supplies, Health & Beauty. Their Food & Beverage department offers products in the following
categories: Coffee, Nuts, Bob's Red Mill, Pasta & Sauces, Fish & Seafood, Dried Snacks & Mixes,

25https://bramberkowitz7.medium.com/how-three-guys-turned-1-500-into-a-national-retail-chain-e41aaf10585a#:~:text=Ocean
%20State's%20business%20model%20involves,globe%20for%20the%20best%20deals.

24 https://www.theday.com/article/20200324/BIZ02/200329738

23 https://www.oceanstatejoblot.com/history

22 http://alloveralbany.com/archive/2014/11/11/price-chopper-is-rebranding-itself-as-market-32

21 https://www.pricechopper.com/services/delivery/

20https://www.pricechopper.com/services/delivery/?_ga=2.247537799.1681193954.1613567357-1438287126.1613567357

19 https://www.pricechopper.com/services/
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Salty Snacks, Cookies, Chocolate & Candy, Breakfast, Oils & Vinegars, Condiments, Spices. They
offer insider club membership, insider coupons, weekly sales flyers, and other deals. The
flexibility and global purchasing strategies allow OSJL to drive down pricing under market value
on organic, natural and specialty items when available, making them a strong, but less
dependable competitor.

➔ Interesting strategy that could be implemented by BMFC:
● Frugal Food Guys - a food blog for the frugal minded. This blog highlights organic

and natural products such as Taza Chocolate, Fair Trade Coffee, and Canadian
Quinoa offered by Ocean State Job Lot at very low prices. -- A food blog could
help BMFC highlight new and exciting products and can function as a community
and member engagement tool

Costco 69 miles, 1h 20 min
The Costco Colchester Warehouse open hours are M-F 10:00am - 8:30pm, Sat. 9:30am -6:00pm,
Sun. 10:00am - 6:00pm. Core offerings include Fresh meat, bakery, fresh deli, fresh produce,
general merchandise (including electronics, toys, home improvement, etc.) pharmacy, It also
offers a food court, gas station, tire service center, optical department with independent
optometrist, and hearing aid department. Membership programs, executive membership, auto
buying program, travel agency, and a special order kiosk.
The distance between Hardwick and Costco, along with its extensive list of offerings, designates
the Colchester warehouse as a destination for some area shoppers, but not as a direct
competitor to the BMFC natural grocery business. However, the appeal of meeting all needs in
one place can attract shoppers away from Hardwick.

➔ Enhance collaboration strategies with area businesses to create a comprehensive mix
of accessible products and services in Hardwick to meet the needs of the community
and decrease the reliance on competitors like Costco.

➔ Collaborate with the Caledonia Co-op (soon to open in St. Johnsbury) and other co-ops
to create opportunities for shared services like impactful marketing and purchasing.

Neighborhood Markets

Craftsbury General Store in Craftsbury 10 miles, 15 min drive
Craftsbury General store was cited by the Buffalo Mountain 2020 customer shopping habits
survey to be included in the Other category of which 8% of co-op customers also frequent.

The store is located within 10 miles to the Co-op, next door to the Craftbury post office and
across the street from the town office. It is a community anchor business that has been in
operation since the mid 1800’s and was purchased by its current owner in 2012. Since then the
store has attracted over 150 vendors with a product mix that features local products as well as
conventional general store items. It offers a small selection of all natural and local products;
produce, meats, cheeses, milk, eggs, bulk food, household products, etc. It is open 8:00am -
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7:00pm every day. It offers a large local beer selection and a curated fine wine selection. It has a
full scale prepared foods deli with a take-out menu featuring breakfast, lunch, sandwiches, and
sweets. It also offers Pizza Nights on Saturdays with the ordering schedule extended to 8:00 pm,
Globetrotting Dinners on Wednesdays and Sunday suppers. They source meat and produce
locally. The location has ample outdoor seating with a view of fields and mountains. Craftbury
has an easy-to-access online ordering site offering many local and organic products for
convenient shopping anytime. During COVID, an additional doorbell service has been26

implemented for curbside ordering.

● Case Statements for some of the alternative value-ads to the move
○ Robust prepared meals deli -- a case statement for improving deli offerings
○ Meals - themed meals show community interest, at least to some degree --

displays demand for interactive community food-oriented experiences
○ Beer and Wine - hand picked fine wine selection with a staff member committed

to customer service around wines -- case statement that there is a market for
robust beer and wine sections

○ Online ordering site - a well designed online platform for remote ordering
offering a well-rounded selection of organic foods -- cas statement for the
importance of increasing accessibility to certain products for a wide customer
base

● Plastic over the produce section -- could be due to a need to enhance energy efficiency,
but also may indicates slow sales and the need to extend shelf life (it's unclear that this
is a result of COVID). However, it suggests that smaller produce sections are less
appealing/sustainable

➔ Craftsbury is a competitor of major interest because of their product mix and their
business model

➔ Craftsbury General Store product mix: Wine, local beer, gifts, general conventional
food mixed with organic and local -- case statement that the “mix model” can work

➔ BMFC can serve farmers better at a larger scale with increased display space and easy
access

26 https://craftsbury.storebyweb.com/s/1000-1/
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➔ We know that customers want a larger produce section based on recent survey results.
Expanding the produce section will give them more choices and serve them better as a
one-stop-shop experience.

Willy’s Store in Greensboro 6.5 miles, 10 min drive
According to Buffalo Mountains 2020 customer shopping habits survey 8% of Co-op shoppers
also shopped at Willey’s.

Willy’s is a general store that offers groceries, hardware, kitchen products, clothing, and gas. A
customer explained it like this: “[Willey’s is] an old fashioned general store packed with
everything you’d ever want from local produce to wines to rain boots and hardware. Friendly
staff and great atmosphere. Worth a visit.” The grocery selection offers a slim selection of27

organic options and includes limited local offerings. The beer selection is full and the wine
selection is very extensive. Willey’s also features fresh cut meats at their deli counter.

● Case Statements for some of the alternative value-ads to the move
○ Offers organic options for most categories -displays responsiveness to trends in

food retail through expansion of both fresh and dry categories

27https://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g57275-d3981346-r656866491-Willey_s_Store-Greensboro_N
ortheast_Kingdom_Vermont.html
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○ Offers fresh cut Boar’s Head meats and fresh fish -- According to Nielsen Total U.
S. Food data “...deli lunch meats represent nearly one-fifth, or 18.3 percent, of
total supermarket deli sales during the 52 weeks ending Oct. 26, 2019…”28

indicating that adding this category to the product mix will be beneficial to
BMFC, members, and the community at large.

○ Has large and diversified wine selection -- the large wine selection suggests a
large local demand for a wide variety of wines. Low Alcohol sales at BMFC are
likely due to a limited wine and beer selection. A well curated and expanded wine
section could lead to increased sales. “1st Friday” wine (and/or beer) tastings can
be a way to differentiate and to engage your members and other customers in a
fun and community building activity.

○ Has a sizable local beer selection -- although not as significant as the wine
selection, the variety of beer is  good and also indicative of area demand.

○ Offers some locally produced foods. Items like VT maple syrup seem to be
targeting tourists

Wille’s is a True Value retailer. Shifting away from a centralized co-op to a more independent
model, True Value aims to empower its independent retailers to respond to their own specific
markets more effectively. One assumption is that the opposite will happen and each29

independent retailer will have less of a say and less ability to meet area needs as the profits,
previously shared, now go directly to a private equity firm. However, “True Value serves more
than 4,500 stores worldwide with retail sales in their communities, totaling about $8 billion,
with 13 regional distribution centers and approximately 2,500 True Value Associates.” With a30

unique diversification strategy offering retail sales of a range of different market segments,
Willey’s, with five main department areas, is positioned well as a one-stop-shop. The layout is
somewhat complicated and partially inaccessible. Hardware and kitchen departments are
served by one cash register. The kitchen area is accessible only by a small staircase. The Clothing
department is also only accessible by stairs and is served by two cash registers on the second

30 True Value serves more than 4,500 stores worldwide with retail sales in their communities, totaling about $8
billion, with 13 regional distribution centers and approximately 2,500 True Value Associates.

29https://www.forbes.com/sites/pamdanziger/2019/07/22/true-values-new-business-model-gives-power-back-to
-local-retailers/?sh=5bcfcd957aa8

28 https://www.delibusiness.com/profit-from-in-2020s-four-deli-meat-trends/
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floor. The food retail area is on the ground floor and is served by three cash registers located
near the front door.

➔ Willey’s unique “all under one roof” model works well in a rural area lacking retail
centers and supports the idea that expansion of departments will capture a larger
segment of the market.

➔ Large sections of Willey’s is inaccessible to wheelchair users and persons with
decreased mobility - There is an opportunity for BMFC to set the co-op apart from
other small to medium sized food retailers by offering a welcoming, inclusive and
accessible market at the Village Market location. The accessibility of the location
coupled with the neighboring services such as the Post Office, gas station ,and
laundromat can attract a wide range of age groups and groups with special needs.

Convenience/Gas Stations

Jiffy Mart .2 miles , etc. - grab n go and deli offerings
Jiffy’s is a small convenience store housed in the Hay’s Service and Gas Station located next door
to the Village Market (new location). Jiffy Mart has locations throughout Vermont and New
Hampshire, showcasing a variety of recognizable brands, stating that they “...focus on customer
service and savings…” This particular location offers a take-out deli counter with hot meal31

offerings, a self-serve coffee bar, large generic beer section and some “natural” convenience
products such as Ben & Jerry’s ice cream.

➔ Not likely to compete with BMFC, but could act as a complementing neighbor if/when
in the Village Market location as it provides non-competing and needed services to the
community.

➔ This location is currently under contract which presents uncertainty around future
competition and collaboration.32

32 https://www.jimcampbellrealestate.com/listing/4839736/454-vt-rt-15-hardwick-vt-04843/

31 https://jiffymartstores.com/about-us/
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Potential major competitor

Caledonia Food Co-op 27 miles, 45 min drive
Like other co-ops such as MOCO in Morrisville (14 miles), Hunger Mountain Co-op in Montpelier
(26 miles) and the Plainfield Co-op (19 miles), the Caledonia Food Co-op will compete for a share of
the natural, organic and local grocery market, but will not impact BMFC’s core business significantly
due to the distance. Caledonia Food Co-op has over 400 members currently and is aiming for 800
before it opens. They are currently in the planning phase and aim to open within 3-5 years. They
have received grants to conduct a feasibility study and to enact a member campaign. “The33

Caledonia Food Co-op will help the economic redevelopment of the region, providing a new market
for local producers, expanded access to natural and organic products, and advocacy for healthy
lifestyle choices.”34

The Caledonia Food Co-op Vision includes:35

● A full-service co-op grocery store (one-stop shopping) in St. Johnsbury.
● The store will be located in or as close as possible to downtown, for synergy with other

downtown shopping.
● The store will meet the demand for more local, regional, organic, artisanal, and

international foods.
● The store will help the local economy by providing employment and training and keeping

more spending in the area.
● The store will increase local farming through promotion and purchasing commitments.
● The store will provide opportunities for health and nutritional education.
● Caledonia Food Co-op, like other co-ops in Vermont and New Hampshire towns, will

send a strong positive message about our area’s vitality, awareness, and wealth of food
resources. The store will serve the whole area population, making high-quality food
available to all.

➔ There is opportunity to create collaborative strategies with Morrisville Co-op,
Plainfield Co-op, Caledonia Food Co-op, and others rather than to compete.
Collaboration can lead to greater community impact. Shared services (marketing,
accounting, legal, etc.) and shared purchasing are two strategies that can leverage
funds and lower costs for BMFC.

➔ An increase in BMFC product mix and a more accessible location could lead to less
leakage of dollars spent on local, organic and natural products at co-ops outside of the
catchment area.

35 https://www.caledoniafood.coop/news

34 https://www.caledoniafood.coop/

33 https://vtdigger.org/2021/01/12/caledonia-food-co-op-looking-at-sites-in-st-johnsbury/
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Other Potential Grocery Competitors
Butch’s Harvest’ore at Walden Heights is also located 7 miles away from BMFC and can be
reached by car in 9 minutes. This is a small country store focusing on locally produced gifts,
produce, and baked goods.
Smith’s Groceries in Greensboro Bend is located 7 miles away at a 11 min driving distance.
According to customer reviews they are a country store with good sandwich deli, great beer
selection and a gas station.
Wolcott Store in Wolcott is located 6 miles and a 9 min drive away. This is a small grocery
convenience store focusing on providing low cost conventional foods, convenience items, baked
goods, hot prepared deli food, and used books.
Hardwick Kwick Stop & Deli in Hardwick is located 1 mile, 2 min drive from BMFC and offers a
selection of convenience items including some local offerings as well as a deli. This is also a gas
station.
Dollar General in Hardwick is located 1 mile, 2 min drive from the current BMFC location and
offers a variety of low cost conventional food and drinks.
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Key Survey Results

Overarching survey results

The BMFC research team conducted an in-depth consumer survey to dig more deeply into the
feasibility of growth strategies among the current clientele of BMFC. The survey was highly
successful with over 700 respondents; there were 416 BMFC members and 279 non-member
respondents. Surveys were sent out through multiple community non-profit and municipality
mailing lists, needing the caveat of measuring those already more highly engaged with
community social media. Data showed that, proportionally, BMFC members tended to include
more senior-citizens than non-members (Figure 1). Respondents were fairly normally
distributed by income level, with comparable income distribution and family size distribution
among members and non-members, indicating that income and household size are not
significant factors in membership to BMFC (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Respondent Age (years) by BMFC Membership status
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Figure 2. Income and Household Size by Membership

Regular shopping trends

Where are Community Members Grocery Shopping?

On a prior survey, community members were asked to indicate at which kind of stores they
typically purchase food. Many already shop at other co-ops and other large grocery stores, with
a fairly balanced amount of shopping at other small local grocers, such as the Village Market, a
location in question. This indicates that the likelihood for the customer base to shop at the
new co-op in St. Johnsbury will be somewhat high as co-ops appear to be a preference in the
community, although the specific co-ops and factors involved are not completely discernable.
We also take from these findings that, although not the most popular (compared to Tops or
Hannafords) the Village Market location does already attract some of the same customers as
BMFC.
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When are Community Members Grocery Shopping?

Community members were asked what days and times they typically did their grocery shopping.
Results showed that in general, respondents would do their grocery shopping mostly on
weekdays and Saturdays, tending to shop earlier in the day on Saturdays (before 3pm) and later
(3-6pm) on weekdays, likely right after 1st shift working hours. Fridays and Sundays were both
less frequent for shopping days, however many still shopped then, mostly between 9am-6pm.
Overall, 92% of community members found the current hours of operation at least
“satisfactory” with 36% considering them to be “excellent” (Mon-Fri 8am-7pm and Sat & Sun
9am-6pm).
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What are Community Members purchasing?

Some of the more recent financial data were extracted to look at the gross margins of 2020. The
data showed the primary financial ‘engines’ of the store, being produce, bulk, and grocery, one
of which (produce) was too low in margins, indicating room for financial improvement. Vitamins
and meat had high margins, meaning they may not be selling as well because they are seen as
too expensive. Margin strategy can also be based on values of the co-op as well. A belief in
lowering area meat consumption could be driving high margins. In general, it could be a good
strategy to increase margins on non-food items (clothing, general merchandise, gifts, beauty
products, etc.) -- People tend to think less about the cost of such items and they are not
supporting the core mission in a meaningful way, but add in visual appeal and
add-on/complementary purchases.

Bread margins are intentionally kept low at BMFC in order to support local bakeries and
encourage sales of fresh baked goods. Clothing margins are also kept low as a result of focusing
on the core engine (food sales) rather than clothing and gift items. However, clothing and gifts
are not perishable and can be kept at a high margin to support other department (i.e. Bread)
margins that are kept low to encourage higher sales volume.

➔ Investigating low margins and developing strategies to raise margins where applicable is
an ongoing process. Being clear around goals, strategies, and specific steps to increase
both margins and sales in different departments can build greater financial sustainability
and support the co-op’s mission.

Gross Margin = % of dollars remaining after COGS have been paid.

Margin Ranges

Total Store Produce Wellness Prepared Foods Packaged Grocery Frozen Refrigerated Bulk

35% - 38% 33% - 38% 40% - 45% 55% - 65% 34% - 38% 35% - 38% 25% - 30% 36% - 42%

Margin
NOTES Contributed

Gross Profit
Contributed
Gross Sales

bread 21.72% VERY LOW 2.1% 3.3%

grocery 34.29% OK 26.1% 25.0%

coffee 36.62% OK 2.7% 2.7%

bulk 42.59% OK 18.8% 15.5%

produce 31.81% LOW 16.4% 17.5%

gifts 33.51% LOW 1.4% 1.8%

pet care 33.98% LOW 1.4% 1.6%

HABA 44.77% OK 3.5% 2.7%
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home goods 39.33% OK 3.1% 2.7%

dairy 18.26% LOW 3.9% 7.3%

herbs 33.59% LOW36
1.4% 1.5%

vit 52.84% HIGH 8.1% 5.6%

cheese 31.84% OK 4.0% 4.3%

meat 33.85% HIGH 5.9% 6.2%

wine 25.71% OK 1.2% 2.1%

clothing 15.94% VERY VERY LOW 0.1% 0.2%

store wide 34.71% OK, 31% on P&L

What matters to Community Members while grocery shopping?

Respondents were asked to rank their top 5 considerations when grocery shopping, and were
also asked to rate BMFC on how well the store did on the same considerations (excellent - poor)
(Figure 3). Quality and freshness of product was most frequently in respondents’ top 5 list,
and BMFC was rated well in this area, with over 50% of those who rated it in their top 5 also
considering BMFC as doing an “excellent” job in food quality and freshness at the store. Other
top ranking factors, such as product selection / variety and prices, were also important to
shoppers, and BMFC rated much lower, with nearly one third rating BMFC “poor” on selection
and affordable prices. A cross analysis was conducted to determine if there were any significant
differences among respondents who cared most about prices by income, and there were not --
i.e. 75% of high and low income households alike desired more affordable prices among their
top 5 considerations when grocery shopping.

Availability of organic and local foods were both very important to shoppers, and BMFC was
highly credited for doing well at providing them. Although not the top considerations for many
when deciding where to shop, the store location, parking, in store mobility and BMFC as a
“one stop shop” were among the lowest rated among those for whom they were most
important to -- this indicated that although the current location is not the top most priority for
most, approximately 15% of community members do care foremost about parking and in-store
mobility and are deeply dissatisfied, and another 40% care foremost about location with very
mixed feelings about the current location.

36 Could be due to increased inventory and supplier out of stocks according to BMFC’s GM Emily Hershberger
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Figure 3. Shoppers’ Top 5 Shopping Considerations by how they rated BMFC

Respondents had an opportunity to name other characteristics they would like to rate
1. “I boycott the café as it is inaccessible to many.”
2. “Wish the checkout was faster, sometimes old people are slow and there's only one

option.”
3. “I'm not sure where you plan to move, but I'd be concerned about moving out of

downtown. It would leave a big hole on Main St and would affect other business.”
4. “Love the funky '60s vibe and retaining this even in a larger space would make me

happy to continue shopping, and choosing it as a lunch spot (when the Cafe reopens).”
5. “Co-op does a great job with what they have. Issues are really about space and

location.”
6. “I LOVE the co-op. I love that it is small but has everything I need plus more. I mostly

shop bulk because of price and environment and local benefits. Outside of bulk, it's
basically too expensive for me.”

Taking a closer look at Location and how it mattered by age groups, 75% of the nearly 200
respondents who rated “Location” as one of their top 5 factors when grocery shopping were 45
years of age or older, while half were over the age of 55. However, those who rated BMFC’s
current location as “poor” were a fairly even distribution of age groups (Figure 4). Similarly, the
majority (65%) of respondents who rated “Location” as one of their top 5 factors when grocery
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shopping had households of 2 or fewer people, however, those who rated BMFC’s current
location as “poor” had a fairly even distribution by household size (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Satisfaction with Current Location by Age

Figure 5. Satisfaction with Current Location by Household Size

Opportunities for Improvement
Community members were asked what the top 3 things they think would improve BMFC were.
In general, members and non-members alike desired more elbow room, lower prices, better
selection, and better parking, with over 200 respondents considering these improvements
among their top 3 (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. BMFC Top 3 Improvements by Membership Status

Members were significantly more likely (p<.05) than non-members to include the following
among their top 3 desired co-op improvements:

● Seek more elbow room
● Outdoor / greenspace
● Seek more educational opportunities
● Seek more more locally produced products
● Winter farmers market
● Package-free options
● Lower prices

While non-members indicated more prepared foods, fresh bakery, and more bulk options would
better meet their needs, suggesting these expansions in BMFC activities may generate
incentives for non-members to become members.

Respondents were given the opportunity to elaborate on the improvements they selected and
why. The most frequent topics covered are represented by the following quotes:

1. “An outdoor eating space would be inviting for me and my friends. Winter Farmers
Market sounds wonderfully inviting especially during cabin fever season. A variety of
produce allows for choice of favorite providers.”

2. “The impacts of COVID will be felt for many years. Having an outdoor space to use will
be helpful for the community. We could also use it for tent sales or gardening
equipment.”

3. “Larger product selection. We keep a list on the fridge of things we can't find until we
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can get to a larger urban market.”
4. “More ‘elbow room’: a store location with more square footage is important to me. I

would be more inclined to travel to hardwick to shop there on a regular basis if there was
a larger store with a greater selection and variety of groceries and fresh produce.”

5. “More educational events geared to the interests of the community might open up the
co-op to a wider range of customers.  Although I don't know how broad it is now.  To
influence/ challenge the idea that buying food at the co-op (organic) is too expensive.”

6. “Better parking as I often forgo stopping if there is not a space available on the street.”
7. “More room because of things like accessibility for the handicapped  and seniors, spread

of colds and flus, easier to clean, and space for air circulation/purification.”
8. “I don't shop at the Co-op very much. Although I wouldn't say that parking and the

crowded interior are the reasons I don't shop there more, those two things are
negatives in my view. Prepared food, baked goods, etc. might be a nice addition.”

In addition, non-members are significantly more likely than members to spend less than $50 per
week on groceries (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Weekly Grocery Spending by Membership Status

It is apparent that non-members may utilize BMFC more as a lunch spot in the current location
than members, as they are more likely to spend less at the co-op but visit just as frequently.
Making this assumption, it is a core recommendation that the new location preserve this
“lunch spot” feel by acquiring the outdoor space that goes along with the Village Market and
immediately converting it to an outdoor seating area kin to that on Main Street, where many
“lunch timers” currently go to enjoy their prepared meals from the co-op. The non-member
shoppers are a very important group, as attracting more members to the co-op may lead to
significant member financial inputs to support the transition.

When asked directly about willingness for the co-op to move, the vast majority of respondents
said they were at least somewhat interested in this, with apx. One third of respondents said
“Yes, Let’s Do it!.” (Figure 9) members and non-members alike shared a similar distribution
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across interest in moving, with a slightly higher ratio of members to non-members being
somewhat or very uninterested, speaking to the non-member use of the co-op as a lunch spot --
with a greater awareness of the new location being equally as convenient and walkable for
those taking lunch in the downtown, this result may have been different. Overall, the vast
majority of members were interested in the Co-op changing locations.

Figure 9. Interest in Moving BMFC by Membership Status

This varied substantially from results of a 2017 survey where a similar question was asked, and a
majority of respondents chose to ‘stay put,’ indicating a shift in community perceptions since
2017 -- Note, the 2017 survey included only members and was ~170 respondents, compared to
the 416 member respondents of the 2021 survey:

There was no highly apparent trend in the desire to move by age other than a slightly more
extreme view in either moving or not moving among those 34 or younger and significantly
lower levels of seniors (65+) in being “very uninterested” in the move (figure 10). The younger
“idealism” for both the change and for not making the change reflect the need to accommodate
this next generation of members and shoppers by preserving elements of the nostalgia of the
current location if the move were to take place. Overall, over 1/3 of seniors were “very
interested” in the change, and only 8% were in opposition, as was expected due to the
challenge of moving around the current store. In terms of income, higher income groups ($50K
and over) were more likely not to care or approve of the move (Figure 11).
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Figure 10. Interest in Moving BMFC by Age

Figure 11. Interest in Moving BMFC by Income

Part of our analysis also focused on improvements by department. Overall, the top 3 ‘engines’
of the store - grocery, produce and bulk - were among the top 4 departments where
improvements are sought, indicating much room to improve not only profits by having space for
the expansion of these departments, but also improve member and non-member satisfaction
greatly by doing so.
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Figure 12.a BMFC Department Improvements

Members were significantly more likely (p<.05) than Non-Members to seek improvements for
the following departments:

● Beer and Wine
● Frozen
● Pre- and special-order
● Household merchandise
● Bulk Household
● Grocery items
● Farm and garden
● Meat selection

Non-Members were significantly more likely (p<.05) than Members to seek improvements for
the following departments:

● General merchandise (gifts and accessories, etc.)
● Dairy
● Bulk
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Respondents were also asked to reflect on departments of Buffalo Mountain Food Co-op and
share any specific thoughts or ideas around departmental improvements. In order of frequency,

1. “More selection could be helpful, but to avoid overstocking and spoilage, perhaps
some rotational availability could be worked out and the schedule publicized?  I would be
interested in locally produced meats and fish if the prices could be brought down while
still allowing a fair profit to the grower and the seller.”

2. “I mainly shop at BMFC for the bulk tofu.  It is, in general, not very welcoming to
vegans.”

3. “Offer a few low cost staple items (Ex. oil, peanut butter, etc)”
4. “For members w/ low income it might help if we could be made more aware of the items

available through 'pre- and special-order' at reduced cost.”
5. “I'm grateful for the bulk flour and oats recently made available. Nuts, organic peanut

butter, seeds, and dried beans would be helpful as well.”
6. “The shelf items at the Co-op - crackers, cookies, cereal - are so expensive I go to PC or

Hannaford's instead. I do not like buying frozen meats. If possible, I would like to be
able to buy fresh organic meats and fish.”

7. “All the meats are pre-packaged..I miss the deli sliced options.”
8. “It would be nice to have more local products and our own brand of crackers,

cookies etc, but it has to be at an affordable price.”

A closer look at Produce, Bulk and Bakery showed that for shoppers who thought those
departments needed the most improvement, over 85% of those respondents approved the
move (Figure 12).

Figure 12.b Interest in Moving by BMFC Department Improvements: Produce (top), Bulk (center),
Bakery (bottom)
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Non-members have indicated in several ways their tendency to look on BMFC bulk less
favorably than members, aligning with the hypothesis that non-members may tend to visit
BMFC as more of a grab-n-go lunch spot and not be drawn into the other more robust offerings
of the co-op, such as bulk. By creating visual connections between the lunch food counter and
the bulk offerings, whether at the current or new location, more of these non-member
lunchtime shoppers may be drawn into other store offerings and become more likely to
return to shop and/or purchase with larger basket sizes.

Community Spending Power
Community members who took the survey overall represented a conservative weekly estimated
spending power of $70,000 per week, $3,640,000 per year, indicating that even among this
small cross section of respondents, there is nearly room to double spending at BMFC over other
competitors. We estimate with a catchment area of apx. 10,000 people, there is an annual
community grocery spending power of $52,000,000 of which BMFC is only capturing 4%.
Those “somewhat” or “very interested” in moving the co-op represented $56,000 in weekly
spending power (80%) of the overall spending power, while ⅓ of the spending power
represented those “very interested” in the move. In other words, those with a deeper interest
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in moving also represented higher than average weekly grocery spending power (Figure 13), and
BMFC has much room to improve the percentage of catchment area grocery spending that the
co-op receives.

Figure 13. BMFC Interest in Moving by Weekly Spending Power

Looking more deeply at the ratios, the most regular shoppers were the most torn between
moving and not moving (Figure 13) clearly indicating two camps of frequent shoppers -- those
friendly to the change (~80%) and those not (~10%).

Figure 14. BMFC Interest in Moving by Frequency of BMFC Shopping
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Figures 15a-15i show a range of agreement levels with some pointed questions asked in the
survey. Most strikingly, despite many feeling the current location is convenient, over 90% agree
or somewhat agree that the co-op needs to grow to meet community needs.

Figure 15.a Level of Agreement: Our current location is convenient for me

Figure 15.b Level of Agreement: I have sentimental feelings about the current location
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Figure 15.c Level of Agreement: I appreciate the unique atmosphere of the co-op

Figure 15.d Level of Agreement: The parking at the current location is NOT a problem for me

Figure 15.e Level of Agreement: I enjoy seeing my friends and neighbors at the co-op
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Figure 15.f Level of Agreement: I am comfortable taking on debt for our co-op based on what
makes sense for the business plan

Figure 15.g Level of Agreement: It is important to me for the co-op to have a strictly
organic/non-gmo/local product mix

Figure 15.h Level of Agreement: I want the co-op to carry cheaper products even if they are not
organic/non-GMO/local products
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Figure 15.i Level of Agreement: We need to grow to meet the community’s needs

Respondents were asked to, In their own words, describe what Buffalo Mountain Co-op could
do to make it more “Welcoming” and attractive to its members and the wider community. The

responses were varied, however in general order of frequency, the following quotes represent
the leading answer areas:

1. “The facility is dated, shop worn, crowded and confined. The physical layout lacks flow
and it is hard to find things quickly. There is no "intuitive flow" to the aisles. The

Checkout is a bottleneck. This year, with Covid, I am less likely to be found in the store
because of the challenge of keeping one's distance.” [this subject matter was reflected in

hundreds of comments. This one was particularly articulate]
2. “Parking is my biggest issue when I'm driving through Hardwick. I have not stopped a

few times because parking felt like too much of a hassle, or I had to walk too far.”
3. “Larger store for more selection and easy parking. Your employees are friendly and

helpful. I generally only stop in if there is an open space along the street- especially in

winter.”
4. “Having a greater variety of products and being a tad bit bigger in size for folks to move

around. Also having slightly lower prices to make food more accessible for all, although I

know that's easier said than done. And perhaps a bigger cafe/hang out area once that is

safe again.”
5. “I think diversifying product choices is the number one way. There are lots of good

quality products I would love to be able to get (that still uphold values of the coop), but I

can't get anywhere in Hardwick (have to go to Morrisville).”
6. “I love the co-op as it is but I think lower prices would allow more people including

myself to shop there more often. Co-ops often have a feeling of exclusivity because of

less affordable pricing.”
7. “Revamp the cafe. More baked goods, and ready made sandwiches; give the cafe more

of a presence on the main floor, perhaps a cafe case, where the options are clearly from
the cafe.”

8. “LESS PLASTIC!”
9. “I didn't know it was there. We're new in town so we've never shopped there. So,
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visibility? Advertisement?”

Other Grocery Shopping Trends
In addition, we analyzed various age groups, or generations, for deeper insights. See Appendix
3 for a complete list of generational tendencies.

The 2019 Grocery Store Trends cite overall consumer preferences:37

● Today’s shoppers seek guidance for shopping decisions.
● In-store is viewed as fresh and convenient.
● Local, natural, organic, healthy and fresh food ranked in top desired characteristics.
● Personalization and customization drive shopper loyalty.
● Information displayed with products is ranked #1 importance when choosing a store.
● Shoppers are visiting stores more frequently with 2.5 trips by household per week.

According to the 2019 Food Service Trends Report, “a ‘convenience economy’ is in full swing,
impacting all areas of business, especially foodservice. Foodservice customers want
higher-quality items faster and customized on their terms. They’re also seeking foods that are
healthy, high-protein, plant-based and easy to eat on the go…. with customers demanding
increased awareness and responsibility from foodservice operators on social and environmental
issues, as well as innovation in technology-enabled customer service.” It is unclear how
COVID-19 has yet impacted these trends for the long-term.

And a 2014 study by Consumer Reports found millennials will impact this even further:

● 30% of millennials select grab-and-go food items

● 65% of millennials purchase prepackaged sandwiches

● Nearly 40% of millennials purchase ready-to-eat salads

These larger-scale consumer habit trends factor into the design of the expansion site in the
following ways:

➔ There is significant room to grow Buffalo Mountain’s personalized brand and tailored
customer service.

➔ There is ample room for growth in the natural, organic, local, healthy and fresh
market.

➔ There is significant room in the market for an expanded cafe with ‘grab and go’ as well
as eat-in at the Co-op.

➔ Many survey BMFC community respondents from the 65+ age demographic showed
similar interests as millennials making it easier to cater to both groups, both the
current and future membership of the co-op. The younger member base will be
important to attract and retain.

37https://www.fmi.org/docs/default-source/webinars/trends-a-look-at-today%27s-grocery-shopper-slides-pdf.pd
f?sfvrsn=9d01576e_0Buying Habits
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Summary and Recommendations
In laying out the final recommendations for BMFC, we carefully examined the BMFC long range
goals (Appendix 1) indicated in places where recommendations will support them by square
brackets: [BMFC Goal #N]. We also returned to our guiding research questions as a framework:

What are the most impactful and practical ways the co-op could grow/expand to better meet
the needs of the members, and engage more community members?

❖ RECOMMENDATION #1: Move to a larger location while preserving the downtown
grab’n’go appeal for the ‘lunch timers’ who tended to be non-members. This will
maximize the spending power of the area shoppers obtained by BMFC and balance the
needs of longtime members with newer ones, and potentially help with member
recruitment. It is clear that BMFC has hit a ‘glass ceiling’ with the scale and that the vast
majority of community members, shoppers and members, all have interest in a move,
with over 1/4th of community members finding the current location “poor”. Staying
downtown, walkable and maintaining the current BMFC vibe are key to making the
move successful. Rationale follows:

➢ Oftentimes for small food co-ops, reaching $1mm in sales is a good benchmark to
consider expansion. Although in the given space there are areas of improvement
that have emerged from the survey, most of them rely on ‘widening selection’ or
adding activities that the space currently does not have capacity to offer. This is
evidenced by “freshness” of produce not being an issue, while “selection of
produce, bulk, and grocery” being major barriers to improving these driving
financial engines of the co-op. One of the almost 90% of survey respondents that
support moving to a larger location said this: “I like the idea of moving to a bigger
space where it is easy to park, find a shopping cart, return a shopping cart etc. Right
now the coop doesn't feel big enough to do large grocery shopping trips for those
with families.”

❖ RECOMMENDATION #2: Develop intentional strategic partnerships around the move
within the community.

➢ There is a new co-op, Caledonia Food Co-op, looking at store sites in St.
Johnsbury. This competitor can be seen and treated as a significant partner
instead of a hard competitor if they do relocate in St. Johnsbury. With BMFC now
only representing 4% of area grocery spending, both co-ops have significant
opportunity to reach more of the existing market. They could work together to
market the cooperatives, foster a community-owned advantage, and reach a
growing market of organic and natural foods with more ‘one-stop-shop’ co-ops
that compete with the other grocery giants currently dominating the market. By
developing solidarity and a good relationship early, BMFC can combine marketing
efforts to steer more people towards co-op shopping. Price Shopper and Tops are
currently employing a similar strategy via their merger, however they do not have
the organic or community-owned and governed marketing advantage that a deep
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partnership between BMFC and Caledonia Food Co-op may be able to advance
together [BMFC Goal #1].

➢ The Yellow Barn in Hardwick just received $1mm in NBRC funding for the next 3
years to focus on farmer engagement and support direct agricultural technical
assistance (TA) and development among BMFC’s closest farmers and prospective
farmers. A deep partnership with this burgeoning accelerator program may lead
to more robust connections with local farmers and a way to fill out some of the
new space with local produce, a top priority for current clientele, and a major
driver of BMFC’s current business model. As Yellow Barn TA providers work to
develop markets, BMFC can position itself as a key market expansion opportunity
with both in-store and outdoor markets, farmer showcasing, and community
owned retail [BMFC Goal #2}. Developing these farmer-co-op relationships could
lead to adoption of an advisory board of farmers to help solidify their
engagement, support farmer collaborations that help to streamline production,
and ultimately reduce prices of local produce without hurting in-store margins.

❖ RECOMMENDATION #3: Have a very intentional arts-based marketing strategy
surrounding the BMFC expansion that includes the replication and preservation of the
existing artistic style of the co-op. A change of location gives the unique opportunity to
beautify, personalize, and promote an ownership mentality among more recent co-op
members and prospective members through community artwork. The nostalgia and
familiarity with the current location are the greatest reasons for the small number of
customers who do not not want to make the change, and by amplifying the nostalgic
elements at the new space, this may be preserved and minimize any loss in customer
loyalty. One current customer said “Don’t change too much but a bigger space and better
parking would be nice.” By preserving and moving center-piece artwork from the current
location, community members who deeply value those elements will be able to find
ceremony and intentionality in the move that may not otherwise be available.

What are the current areas the members feel the co-op is in the most need of improvement
that could be supported through growth planning?

❖ RECOMMENDATION #3: Focus on department improvements among the main store
engines (grocery, produce, and bulk) that may not be dependent on more space. All
efforts to improve should be made to maximize profits and loyalty prior to making the
proposed dramatic change.

➢ The low hanging fruits are to expand selection among the three top engines of
the store;produce, general grocery, and bulk. For produce, focus on deepening
the farmer narrative and local selection as much as space will permit. For bulk,
focus on accessibility, more package-free options (encourage customers to bring
their own containers and/or bring suitable containers to trade in at the co-op,
etc.) and replace some slow moving items with new and exciting items to
increase variety without changing the amount of space. For grocery, as with bulk,
find new exciting items that can be centered around in store marketing. New fish,
meat, and dairy offerings could also spur a feeling of improved variety in places
where customers see the need for improvements. Bakery has dramatically low
margins, currently, so it is not advised to attempt bakery improvements until
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after the move. Marketing the move around opportunities to increase selection,
such as telling customers some of the new items they will be able to expect in
the new location in advance, could be an interesting approach to take to
generate anticipation and excitement around the move connected to the needs
of the current customers.

➢ Customers are most in need of an improved fresh bakery, as well as prepared
foods and deli items. This is evidenced in the survey, within BMFC’s community
competitors’ product mix choices, and in its current bakery margins. The primary
focus in the new space should be kept to replicating and expanding the grab’n’go
nature of the co-op’s offerings, as well as delivering a high quality bakery and deli
that offer organic and local products that other competitors do not offer. By both
creating a one-stop-shop feel at a new location while also providing seating for
prepared food consumption, the growth strategy will touch on the high notes of
current customer needs and improved satisfaction, as well as drive a diverse level
of traffic and engagement at a new location. “It would be nice if there was a cafe
salad take out section for prepared salads and sandwiches that was a dedicated
section” -Survey Respondent

The Board has been looking into the Village Market location -- would this location provide the
right elements for improvement/expansion needs? Is it financially feasible?

❖ RECOMMENDATION #4: Seriously pursue purchase of the Village Market space,

contingent upon a sound inspection of the property. Given the in-town, walkability of

the Village Market, and the ample outdoor space associated with the property, the

Village Market is an ideal location for expansion.

➢ Purchasing this new space will result in a significant drop in sales / Sq Ft. It is

recommended that, at a baseline, and assuming minimal donations, the sales /

sq tt will need to reach $600 by the first year and grow to $800 over the first 5

years to ensure a successful transition (Table X), which is well below average for
mid-scale food co-ops with similar catchment area populations (on average. $900

sales/sq ft for smaller food co-ops) .38

➢ By current estimates, BMFC only secures 4.0% of the local area grocery spending

power. The financial goals shown in Table X indicate BMFC needs to grow to
secure at least 7.6% of local area grocery spending by 2026 via a combination of

encouraging greater ‘bag sizes’ and more serious grocery shopping among

current shoppers, while drawing in new shoppers.

Table X. Recommended Revenue and Sales/Sq Ft goals - 5 years Post Transition

38 Stuart Reid, FCI, 2021.
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Year Revenue Sales/Sq Ft39 Estimated annual
expenses40

Gross Profit with estimate
annual margin at 31%41

Y0 $2.20M $1,100 $56,250/mo $56,300/mo

Y1 $3.00M $600 $62,800/mo $77,500/mo

Y2 $3.25M $650 $65,200/mo $83,900/mo

Y3 $3.50M $700 $66,830/mo $90,400/mo

Y4 $3.75M $750 $68,500/mo $96,800/mo

Y5 $4.00M $800 $70,200/mo $103,300/mo

❖ RECOMMENDATION #5: Purchase the outdoor space along with Village Market. From a
cost-benefit perspective, one of the greatest attractions of BMFC for non-members is
currently the lunchtime appeal as well as the outdoor luncheon space close by. For an
increase in purchasing price of less than 10%, the new location will come fully equipped
to model the walkable downtown outdoor luncheon space and maintain appeal to that
market segment.

➢ Part of optimizing the value add of purchasing the greenspace with Village
Market will rely on immediate use of the space upon re-opening. This will require
forefronting the development of the outdoor seating area to match the character
of the Main Street seating nooks, and also begin utilizing the space for outdoor
marketing and events. We recommend that you do not put this off, as building
immediate appeal for the space will be the bridge that connects the lunch timers
to the new location, and must be marketed accordingly, or that business may be
lost to other Main St. cafe’s / lunch spots.

➢ The value of the green space as part of the purchase is also in its use as a farmers
market location, or at least as a farmer showcase spot, and as a space for backup
parking if ever needed. The following comment from one survey respondent
highlights the importance of this:

■ “Developing strong ties with very local farmers seems important to me. Even
if they are not ‘organic’, the Co-op could make a difference by giving them its
business and help them move towards better practices. I would love to learn
more about the farmers who grow / raise the food that I buy and how they
are trying to do the right thing . . . the quality of food that we buy is our
number one priority provided that we know that we can support sustainable
practices with our purchases.”

❖ RECOMMENDATION #6: Attempt to purchase without the inventory, however, if you
must also purchase the inventory, use strategic marketing for the conventional product

41 Estimated based on the 2019 P&L

40 First year’s estimate adjusted for inflation in upcoming years -- not including increase in labor cost, additional renovations,
equipment, etc.

39 Assuming the sales floor is apx. 5000 Sq Ft.
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as a way to reach new audiences while not compromising old values. Having to
purchase Village Market with the inventory does not have to be a deal breaker if
managed strategically, and can also help fill the space initially to reach the $600/sq foot
goal in year 1.

➢ The Village Market property is assessed at $306,700 and the greenspace next
door is assessed at $34,200, both much lower than the asking price, indicating
significant leverage potential for the purchase, and a need to thoroughly
investigate the property prior to purchase and sale process.

➢ Having a sudden mass of conventional products may have a silver lining; if
segregated to a specific area of the new floorplan, conventional products sold,
even on a sliding scale, will bring in clientele that shopped at Village Market but
may not already shop at the co-op and build familiarity. This forced conventional
section of grocery could then be strategically replaced over time to maintain a
low-cost section of the store aimed to preserve familiarity and educational
opportunities with new shoppers, but with better quality products at the most
comparable prices [BMFC Goal # 5]. Customers currently opposed to
conventional products will be able to see that the store is leveraging the
inventory to reach more community members in new ways if marketed
accordingly, and be more likely to be forgiving (and might even help undo the
reputation of being “food police”), while community members who learned they
could find low cost items at the new location can be shown that there are
healthier low cost options at the co-op as well. Vermont also has Crop Cash
which provides a double-value coupon that matches 3SquaresVT/SNAP benefits
and can be spent on fresh produce at participating farmers markets, giving
farmers market hosts a marketing advantage for SNAP eligible families. This42

opportunity could be cross-marketed in this store area as a way to also support
awareness building around fresh, affordable food options in VT.

➢ In addition, BMFC has a small current clientele of 50+ people, members and
non-members, who will also purchase conventional items (Figure 6 -- Regular
Grocery Brands).

➢ The marketing around the conventional inventory will need to be precise, with
very clear in-store signage promoting the savings, as well as pairing the section
with other lower cost goods from the current inventory and reduced price items,
such as day-old and frozen goods. The Co-op can also consider strategically
marketing other fresh rewards programs and coupon programs in this section of
the store to help destigmatize existing subsidy programs and promote that the
co-op is actively seeking and supporting easy access to lower prices. One of the
few survey respondents that opposed the move was concerned that “Access to
food is going to be tenuous enough as it is!” and explained the need to “Feed the
hungry, don't raise the prices!” In reality moving to a larger location will position
you better in terms of decreasing prices and making food more accessible to the
community. Being intentional in the marketing around that concept can help

42 https://nofavt.org/cropcash/doubleyourmoney
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clarify those points and allow hesitant members to see the greater benefits of
expanding.

➢ Appropriate brands to consider as immediate conventional product replacement
brands as part of this strategy will be UNFI’s Field Day and KeHE’s Cadia, brands
designed for independent health food stores to come in at comparable prices to
those of more conventional products. Other select low-cost brands can also be
analyzed and integrated as part of this strategy. KeHE and UNFI sales reps can
also support new layout analysis and education and lease-to-own equipment
[BMFC Goal #3]. If BMFC does not have an existing relationship with UNFI, it can
begin to build one now.

➢ As part of a longer-term, mission-based inventory replacement strategy, consider
working with Associated Grocers products if available at the new location to
eventually fully outfit the space left behind by the conventional inventory with
organic products.

❖ RECOMMENDATION #7: Village Market is an ideal location for expanding community
art that should be prioritized in the transition. In the spirit of marketing the move
centered around preserving and replicating important community artwork, Village
Market has a highly visible sore wall ready for a community mural as part of a marketing
strategy around beautification, preservation of the arts, and personalizing the new space
for the community. With a large Northwest Facing mural project as part of the soft
opening of the new space, new and exciting feelings of community ownership can be
prompted to help mitigate any disgruntlement around the change. This arts project can
also be planned ahead as part of a positive anticipation strategy connected with the new
products to expect at the new store marketing strategy [BMFC Goal #6].

SUGGESTED NEXT STEPS AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR GROWTH PLANNING
● Set benchmarks for growth, develop strategies, and create evaluation schedule
● Outline staff development and assess roles and responsibilities
● Develop relationships with lenders
● Identify and monitor risk
● Determine what outside partners you need to make this move successful; consultants,

suppliers (product and equipment), property management, inspectors, contractors, etc.
● Assess the value of your current location and list the real estate with a commercial

broker (recommended). Alternatively, investigate community interest in the
development of a new co-op to take over the space to meet additional community
needs.
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APPENDIX 1: LONG RANGE GOALS
1.Market Position
Strengthen our position as the community’s leading source for organic,
non-GMO, local, and regional products and make our cooperative even
more welcoming, accessible, and affordable.
2. Food System Development
Actively lead and collaborate in local and regional food system
development initiatives.
3. Internal Capacity Building
Develop BMC leadership and provide the business systems essential for
efficient operations and working conditions where staff can contribute
their best.
4. Environmental Sustainability
Improve our energy efficiency and waste management in operations.
5. Education, Outreach, Advocacy
Target our education, outreach, and advocacy efforts to more
strategically advance our mission and achieve priority goals. (e.g.
strengthen member trust; engage younger persons in coop; food
education; community outreach)
6. Community Building
Strengthen grassroots economic and social power of individuals and
small businesses in the Hardwick area to build the type of community in
which we want to live.
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APPENDIX 2: Property Cards
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APPENDIX 3. Generational Tendencies43

Baby Boomers (Born 1946 to 1964 - Age 55 to 73)
“Baby Boomers want convenience above all else. Although they regularly make purchases
online, Baby Boomers by far prefer the personal engagement of traditional stores when making
actual purchases. At 84 percent, Boomers were highest amongst all survey groups in expressing
their preference to shop in-store, and 67 percent report that if an item they want is available
online or in a nearby store, they prefer to purchase it at their local retailer rather than order
online. The root of Boomers’ brick-and-mortar preference is tied to their high expectations of
customer service.”

Generation X (Born 1965 to 1980 - Age 39 to 54)
“There is little market research into GenX spending habits compared to those of Boomers and
Millennials. But Gen Xers produce 31 percent of total US income despite representing a mere 25
percent of the population. They’re more skeptical about marketing tactics, which means they
won’t be won with flashy advertising but with practicality and proof of performance. Xers won’t
purchase a product until they’ve researched it thoroughly, which is why they make extensive
use of search engines, online reviews, and social media networks before making a purchase.
Like Baby Boomers, Xers also rely on quality customer service for brand loyalty as they see store
associates as people who can relate to them on a consumer level and relay the best options for
their purchases without an upsell.”

Millennials (Born 1981-1997 - Age 22 to 38)
“Millennials use web devices in nearly every aspect of their life, even while shopping in stores.
68% of Millennials demand the convenience of an integrated experience that can effortlessly
transition their consumer data from their smartphone, to laptop, to local store, and back again.
Younger Millennials on the cusp of Gen Z are more likely to shop in a brick and mortar store
when compared to older Millennials who are the most likely within the group to buy via mobile.
The Millennial market sees shopping as a fun and relaxing activity to be shared with friends and
family. Millennials admit to being strongly influenced by social media posts. Millennials tend to
reject retailers who constantly push products through messaging and instead prefer authentic
interactions with sales associates who happen to also be consumers of their retailer’s products.
Millennials are also likely to interact with brands and retailers through social media sites such as
Twitter and Facebook in order for their voices to be heard.”

Gen Z (Born 1998 to 2010 - Age 9 to 21)
“Gen Z is the generation of digital natives that can’t remember a time before the Internet, and
as such, the platform has become the foundation of their buying process. Being savvy with
price-checking tools also makes Gen Z more selective when making big expenditures with many
often buying products only when they’re on sale. Gen Z still enjoys visiting stores as a social
excursion in the same way Millennials do but they crave a store that can keep up with their tech
more than anything. An established social media presence should complement touchscreens in

43 https://salesfloor.net/blog/generations-shopping-habits/
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brick and mortar stores if retailers want to keep tech-savvy Gen Zers eager to interact with their
brand.”
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